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YAF To Probe Student Fee Allocations

"

U.S. Representative William Hungate (D., 9th District) will speak
Friday at 11 :45 a.m. in 105 Benton Hall on "The Reorganization of
Congressional Power" as part of the Century III series. Thursday and
Friday, April 3 and 4, sociologist Dr. Robert Cook and Representative
William Clay will highlight a special installment of Century III,
"Requiem for the City: Memorial or Monument?" Time and place have
yet to be determined.

Threatened Expulsion of Council
CIRUNA' Representatives Withdrawn
The controversy involving the
loaning of $100 of Central Council funds to CIRUNA (Council on
International Relations and United
Nations Affairs,J representative
Mike Shower was settled Tuesday
in a conference between Shower
and Council members.
Representative John Heithaus agreed to withdraw his motion offered at the Council meeting last
Sunday to expel Shower after clearing up with Shower what Shower
had termed a "gross misunderstanding" surrounding the loan."
The controversy arose after
Shower had received permission
from members of the Executive
Committee for approval of the
$100 loan to attend a Model Midwest United Nations conference in
Washington D. C. March 4. When
a request for approval of the loan
failed to be brought up for consideration at the March 1 Council
meeting, Shower was advised by
Dean of Student Affairs David Ganz
that the Executive Committee could
authorize the expenditure since no
expenditure was involved. The
loan is to be repaid by CIRUNA
funds from another university.
Members of the Executive Com'-

SAPC Posts Open
Applications for positions on
the
Student Activities Planning
Committee for 1970- 1971 academic year are being accepted in
room 117, Administration Building until Friday, April 13, Applicants must have at least a 2.2
gpa and plan to return to UMSL
next vear.
The' Activities Planning Committee is responsible for budgeting
and planning the Noonday Forum,
the film series and other social
activities. Se ven students will be
selected for next year's committee.
Questions may be directed to
Phil Riek, present committee
chairman, or to Stephanie Kreis,
Director of Student Activities.

m ittee contacted by Shower okayed
the loan, apparently interpreting
the request as a promise to approve the loan in a formal committee meeting.
After Shower had been granted
the loan through a travel voucher
-approved by Dean Ganz and had
departed for Washington, the
Council officers learned at their
meeting March 4 that a check had
already been given to Shower.
The
officers
brought the
situation to the Council meeting
last Sunday. Heithaus' expulsion
motion was tabled until Shower
could appear at the next meeting
to explain the matter.
The Tuesday conference cleared
up the misunderstanding, with all
parties indicating that no improper
intentions were involved.
The motion to expel Shower was
t,he first attempt to expel a Council representative from the body.

The UMSL chapter of the Young was brought up as old business at
Americans for Freedom is plan- the March 15 Council meeting,
ning to investigate the allocation Buchschacher withdrew the reof funds from the Student Activities quest, saying that YAF could not
Fee, YAF president Lee Buch- accept funds from a body which it
schacher announced at the March was about to investigate.
15 meeting of the Ceritral Council.
"I think it's typical for univerThe investigation, Buchschacher sities to bring on and pay for leftsaid, will attempt to determine wing speakers, but not to bring
"who' gets what" from the Student right-wing people," Buchschacher
Activities Fee; it will particularly later said.
study the funding pOlicies of the Stephen Burns, Republican state
Central Council, with an emphasis representative from the 42nd Dison the relations hip between the size trict and state chairman of YAF,
of organizations and the amount of will serve as a consultant to YAF
money granted to them.
for the inquiry.
Buchschacher told the Current
In other bUSiness , the Council
that repeated unsuccessful efforts . defeated a motion by treasurer
by YAF to gain funds from the Gail Boldstein which would give
Council prompted the decision to "the power to set-up a committee
investigate sRending pOlicies .
to draw up the Central Council
Council treasurer Gail Gold- budget for next year" to the treasstein said Tuesday, March 17, that urer.
she first leaned of the YAF budget
Miss Goldstein had urged the
request for $50 at an executive adoption of the motion because
committee meeting March 1, two adequate funding for the Central
weeks before Buchschac her an- Council requires preparation for
nounced YAF's impending investi- the upcoming University budgeting
gation.
process. ,She blamed the defeat of
When the YAF budget request the motion on personal difficulties

Action Incomplete

Faculty Approves ROTC--Off-Campus
A special meeting of the Faculty
Senate will not be held to consider
the remaining two points of a report
from the s tudent-faculty Ad Hoc
Committee on ROTC, according ,to
Dr. J. Neal Primm, head of the
executive committee.
Instead, Dr. Primm said that
action on the two pOints of faculty
status for ROTC instructors and
ending commissioning ceremonies
at graduation would be taken at
the regular meeting of the Senate
April 9.
At last Thursday's meeting, the
Senate rewrote three recommendations on ROTC presented
for consideration by the ad hoc
committee and substituted their

own proposals.
As the discussion surrounding
the recommendations be cam e
lengthy, several members left due
to the lateness of the hour, resulting in the los s of a quorum before
discussion on the other two pOints
and final adoption of all recommendations as a whole could be
accomplished.
The ad hoc committee, headed
by Dr. George Witteried (Business), had recommended that
UMSL continue to cooperate with
Washington University in a transfer program that enables a s tudent
to earn up to 12 hours of credit
in the Air Force and Army ROTC
programs there.

Goldstein Offers Resignation; Sites' Personal Disputes'
Hon with Bommarito's leadership
and s uggested that his $100 a
month salary be suspended.
In a frequently heated discussion
Bommarito s tated that he felt
among Central Council members that the walk-out indicated that his
following the March 15 meeting, opponents didn't have enough
Council treasurer Gail Goldstein strength to defeat a vote of conoffered to resign if president Sam fidence.
Bommarito can find a qualified reBefore the meeting, Bommarito
placement. The Council treasurer said he was aware of some disis appointed by the president with content over his leadership since
the approval of the Council. Miss the beginning of the semester.
Goldstein has threatened to resign However, he felt that only a miin the past, citing a personal dis- nority of Council members are dispute with Bommarito.
satisfied with his performance.
The Council meeting was adReferring to statements in the
journed for lack of a quorum after Current article, Bommarito stated
several students left the meeting. that "if people really believe what
The walk-out occurred when a mo- they stated, they would bring up a
tion to give Bommarito a vote of ' proposal to take a way my salary!'
confidence was introduced.
Responds to Critics
The proposed vote of confidence
was in reaction to an article in
In response to criticism that he
last week's Current in which some
has not worked enough to earn his
Council members, including Miss
salary, Bommarito cited his activ·
Goldstein, expressed dissatisfacities since the March 1 meeting

by Mike Jones,
Current Staff Writer

with other Council members, saying, "It's a shame that when someone tries to do a little work that
these efforts are stopped strictly
because of personal differences!'
Miss Goldstein also announced
that she will present a detailed
report of the Council's finances at
the next meeting, April 5.
Rita Swiener, President of the
Evening College Council and ECC
representative to the Central
Council, objected to the procedure
for filing candidacy for April's
election of Council members. Miss
SWiener pointed out that room 117,
Administration Building, where
applications are available, closed
at 5 p.m. Arrangements were later
made to keep the room open until
8 p.m.
The Council also approved an
additional $854.50 grant to Students for Environmental Action.
This brings this group's total allocation to $1,129.50, the largest
outlay approved by Central Council. SEA has received $225 of this
money as a loan.

of the Council. These included
serving as a marshal at the ROTC
referendum, a trip to Columbia,
and helping to establish a health
course. Bommarito stated that he
also spent time expediting action
on permanent student ill's and a
speaker system for the platform on
the hill, as well as writing bylaws
for election procedures.

'Behind the Scenes'
Bommarito admitted that he has
not spent as much time in the Student Activities offices as he did
last semester. "I'm studentteaching and I can't cut classes like I
used to," he stated. He added that
he has spent more time working
"behind the scenes."
Bommarito said he felt the Council was "heavy with critiCism.
Ninety percent of Central Council
meeting time is useless bickering
and interpersonal quarrels."

An amendment offered by Dr.
Lyman Sargent (political Science),
was s ubstituted for the committee
recommendation. The amendment
calls for UMSL to continue the
Washington University ·transfer
program but does not mention academic credit for the courses.
The Senate, in a tie vote broken
by Dr. Primm, adopted a substiute motion prepared 1;>y Dr.
Edward Costello that all ROTC
facilities here be located off
campus and that all direct and indirect costs incurred be repaid by
the Department of.Defense.
,The motion adopted reverses the
committee recommendation that
ROTC facilities be located on campus provided that a suitable contract is negotiated with the Defense Department. The federal
government would have been required to pay "its proportionate
share" of costs involved in order
that the "very limited resources"
of the university would not be
strained.
'Witteried pointed out that it was
the feeling of the committee that
the cost of facilities should be
borne by the government while the
university would provide secretarial and administrative services.
Several members expressed
concern that the location of facilities here would aggravate the pre. sent crowded conditions. "We're
crowded and we're broke," Sargent
reminded the Senate.
After amending the committee
recommendation on a maximum of
12 credit hours for ROTC to make
the credit subject to the approval
of the curriculum committee and
faculties of each school, the Senate
by a 21-19 vote defeated the proposal.
Opponents Of ROTC indicated

(Continued on Page 5)
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Report on Library Improvements Sent to Driscoll
Four major recommendations
for the library submitted in a report by the ad hoc library committee to the Faculty Senate March
12 were approved.
The four proposals are: the employment of a Director of Libraries and a full-time accountant;
conversion to an automatic ordering system; carpeting; and the
ordering of all books from this
campus rather than through Columbia.
The committee listed several
other suggestions, but termed
"most important" the four recommendations. The Faculty Senate
was asked by the committee to back
the proposals, and encourage the
Chancellor "to view these recommendations as top priorities."
The report came after a fivemonth study conducted by the committee, and included the suggestions made by a consultant who
studied the library two days in
January. The consultant was Mr.
Mark Gormley, Director of Libraries. The responsibilities of
the Director would be to administer

and superivise the overall operations, work in collections development to co-ordinate the Library,
Archives, and future programs,
and to plan and implement automation • .
The hiring of an accountantbookkeeper was recommended to
give the library the ability to
"provide exact status of its (the
Library's) fund accounts" and "to
provide for the organization of this
information. The committee advocated the hiring of an accountant
beginning in the 1970-71 school
year.
Tied in with this proposal was
the recommendation that the library dissociate itself from the
library in Columbia. "Our consultant clearly indicates that each
library administration must have
its own order department and must
be its own agent to provide efficient serVice," the report stated.
A new ordering system was also
outlined in the report. The committee advocated using an "automatic" acquisitions program,
which would assure "the orderly

--

FALSTAFf
AND '

KSHE / 95 RADIO
PRESENT

KIEL
OPERA HOUSE
Friday, March 20

8:30 P.M .
•
Tickets

$3.50 - $4.50 - $5:50

On Sale Goldie's Ticket Agency, Arcade Bldg., and KSHE.
Radio, 9434 Watson Rd. Mail Orders: Send check or nwney
order with self-addressed stamped envelope to Goldie's
Ticket Agency, Arcade Bldg., 812 Olive St., St. louis,
Missouri 63101 .

Top Bank Inter'est
Normandy Bank is paying the highest interest
allowed by Federal Law on Bank Savings Accounts
and Certificates of Deposit. Earn top bank interest
on your savings.

and complete acquisition of nonserial materials as they are published, i.e. while they are in print
and at reasonable cost. Only by
developing a blanket ordering system of this type can the library
anticipate the requirements of its
patrons for current books."
The report mentioned that the
libraries at UWM and Washington
University use the blanket system.
"Both libraries report that such
plans have resulted in an increase
in the rate of book acquisitions
without any increase in staff," the
report stated. "UMSL could well
use the man-hours saved thereby
(library staff and faculty) in a
rational building of the retrospective collection."
Carpeting for the library was
advocated to cut down the noise
factor, with "first priority" to be
given ' to the marble staircase and
the third floor .
Other recommendations listed in
the report included better lighting,
extension of library hours until
2:00 a.m., rearrangement of stacks
and tables to cut down on noise.
the establishment of areas for
micro-print readers and for storing and listening to recordings,
and the placement of all government documents in the document
section.

Folksinger Don Cooper, now on tour with Blood, Sweat, and Tears,
will perform in the cafeteria this weekend. March 20 and 21, at 8:30
p.m . He will perform two shows of 45 minutes each. There will be no
admissipn charge to the coffeehouse concerts, sponsored by the Stu·
dent Activities Planning Committee:

The establishment of "reshelving" areas on each stack level,
development of a new security
system, banning faculty loan privileges to graduate students and
teaching aSSistants, and the scheduling of tours through the library
for new students during Orientation Week, were more proposals
listed in the report.

Travel With
"Young Americans In

~urope"

JULY 25 - AUGUST 15, 1970
VISIT
FLORENCE, ROME, PARIS, LONDON, AMSTERDAM
and other cities
Write John C. Fox, Box 157, Kirksville, Mo. 63501
for reservation and information
or phone (816) 665-6240

Regional Pre - Law Conference
For Minority Group Students
Saturday, March 21, 1970

9:30 - 4:30

St. Louis University
Kelley Auditorium
200 N. Grand Blvd. St. Louis, Missouri
PARTICIPANTS WILL INCLUDE:

Of course, accounts are insured
to $20,000.00 by
Federal Deposit I nsurance Corporation

nI3t

STOP IN TODAY! !

Minority group lawyers from various areas

•

I 1111 U1IUL_
o,.",.and~, :.: ~"~":'
. I
' . EV 3-5555
ank ', '
MIt __..

II.MH. nDlaAL DINSIT ' • • 1tA1IC1 CO.NII.,....

of practice, law school faculty members, and
law students.

PANELS WILL CONSIDER:
Careers in the Law
Law School Curriculum and Study
Law School Admission and Firiancial Aid

SPONSORED BY:
Council on Legal Education Opportunity
Law School Admission Test Council
8 Midwestern Law Schools
3 Midwestern Bar Associations

A constant dialogue will be encouraged between panelists and students.
Representatives of sponsoring law schools will be present and available for consultation .
Minority Group Undergraduates and Recent Graduates Invited.
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Replacements for foreign Language
Requirement under Study in Arts and Sciences

Although quarters will be somewhat tight in the new parking garages,
the two garages will aid in reducing parking congestion, according to
security officials. The two demountable structures, located to the east
of the Library and to the north of Clark Hall, were delayed in opening
by materials and weather problems.
photo by Bill Leslie

Changes In ECC Eledions
A constitution which would provide for elected representatives is
being written for the Evening College Council. Members hip on the
Counc il is presently open to all
evening students.
Under the new constitution one
repres entative to the Council would
be elected for every 500 evening
students . Officers would be elected
from the body of repres entatives.
Evening College Council pres ident Rita Sweiner stated that the
move was being made to increas e
the influence of evening students on
decisions suc h as the budgeting of
Student Activities funds. Miss
Swiner said that s he had been told
by "the administration and the
Central Council that the Evening
College Council is not representa tive enough when it is open to
everyone. "
Elections under the new con-

Dispute On
Draft Board
Notification Ends
The controversy s urrounding the
registrar's notification of a deferred student's draft board if the
student leaves school was ended
this week when the UMSL Alliance
for Peace agreed to acompromise
on the matter.
Although the Alliance would prefer no notification from the registrar, spokes man said that they
would accept the offer of assistant
registrar Glen Allen to indicate on
the reques t form for a s tudent deferment that the univers ity would
report to draft boards if a s tudent
left school.
The dis pute between the Alliance
and Allen had centered around
whether or not the r e was a s pec ific
Selective Service regulation requiring the univers ity to notify
draft boards on drop-outs . Allen
had contended that the certification
of a request for a s tudent deferment obligated his office to inform
the draft boards.

Computer Date
Find Your Date by
Computer
5 Dates - $6.00
781-8100 - 6633 Wise, 63139

stitution would be held later this
s emester.

Parlcing Garages
Open to Students
The parking garages are now
open for student parking, Chief of
Traffic, Safety and Security James
J. Nelson announced this week.
"The parking garages have been
designated as the east garage (on
the east side of the Administr ation
Building) and the west garage (in
the back of thf? campus). There is
one entr ance and one exit for each
garage, .. Nelson said.
"The entrance for the east garage is from upper lot V on the
east drive and the exit is on the
lower level emptying into faculty
lot III and the east drive. The
south ramp on the west drive is
the entrance for the west garage
and the north ramp is the exit,"
Nelson continued.
There are arrows on the floors
designating the direction of the
traffic flow and eventually Chief
Nelson hopes to have arrows and

A proposal to provide , alterna- they commented, because a foreign
tives to the present 14-hour foreign language provided necessary acalanguage requirement by allowing demic values in certain studies.
Although no formal hearings are
substi!Ution of integrated bloc
courses is now under consideration being planned by the committee,
by a student-faculty Administra- the members indicated that the
tive-Articulation Committee of the suggestions and ideas of students
college of Arts and Sciences.
are welcome.
Under the play now being dis Faculty and administrative
cussed, a student would be per- members of the committee include
mitted to take four courses from
various departments related in the
area of subject content, such as
urban studies, race studies, or
classical studies. The courses
would be subject to departmental
selection and control.
Committee members favoring
the proposal feel that the bloc
program would serve to provide
a different viewpoint. Theypointed
out that one of the most common
arguments in favor of a foreign
language requirement was that it
presented a liberalized view of
the world to students. This new
program, they feel, will serve
the same purpose.
'
The committee members indi' cated that a stud.e nt would be required to take the bloc courses
in an area outside of his major
area or a closely related field.
They said that decision to implement a bloc program would be left
to the disgression of each department. This was necessary,

Dr. Lyman Sargent, Dr. John Bos well, Dr. Robert Hight, MrS. Ruth
Boothby, Dr. Harvey Friedman,
Dr. Ronald Arnatt, Dr. Robert
S. Bader, Dr. Edward B. Costello,
and Dr. David L. Allen.
Students on the committee include Ronald Toc qulows ki, Dwight
Goad, Adrienne Beaudoin, Michael
Leslie Jones , and Barry Kaufman.

THE
BUS. AD. MAJOR
SAID
STATISTICALLY:

clear marking on the posts. Parking spaces are designated by yellow lines.
"The same rules that apply to
the lots will be enforced in the
garages. These consist of using
only one parking space, head - in
parking and the use of a student
permit or payment of a daily parking fee. I would also like to emphasize the use of caution on the
ramps as the turns are somewhat
tight and the use of the entrance
and exit ramps for that purpose
only." Nelson finished.

COME TOGETHER

MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!
Kaufman

Farrell

Pres.

V. Pres.

Open A Joint Accou nt
An Investment
In Representation ,

SEND US
YOUR
AD-VERBIAL
PUNS ABOUT
COLLEGE
MAJORS.

~

COLLEGE BOX 482
MILLER BREW. CO.
MILW., WIS. 53201

-
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Debaters Go to National Tourney After Winning State Title
UMSL has been invited to participate in the National Novice
Tournament at the University of
Chicago April 11, 12 and 13. The
tournament is for first year debaters only. Among the 55 teams
in the tournament are repres entatives from Sanford, USC, UCLA,

U. of 'Georgia, Wake Forest, Har vard, Princeton, Brown, Colgate
and Michigan State.
UMSL will be represented by
the team of Mike Beatty and H.D.
Felber. The two this seas on have
compiled a 44-16 record, won three
tournaments and eight awards.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
For the Best
I n Razor Cutting & Styling
Ask for Joe or Alan
at the University Center

European Hairstylists
Specialists in Hair-Cutting
Styling, Coloring

---

For a new and exciting look ,
Call 725-9281
665 S. Skinker
St. Louis, Mo. 63105
L<$1.00 Off

Alan Richards hairstylist
Joins the staff of Barbers
In University Shopping Center
Gieger & S, Florissant Rd .
(Just % block South of Hwy. 10)
Come In
or Call for Appointment
' JA 1-9649

$1.00 Off ..

McDonald's serves a
special man-sized
cheeseburger.
The name is
McDonald's
Double
Cheeseburger

McDonal~

They have defeated teams from
LSU, VMI, Vanderbilt, City College of New York, Northern Illinois U., Iowa State, U. of Arkansas , and most of the colleges
in Missouri.
Felber is a business major,
formerly a Baptist pre-ministry
student. Nicknamed "Harvey the
Hu s tler" he is one of the best
pool players on campus.
Beatty is a professional judo
instructor, formerly ranked-fourth
in the nation, majoring.in philosophy. His hobbies include writing musiC, playing the guitar and
doing imitations.
UMSL captured the state championship at Southeast Missouri
State College March 12, 13 and
14. The tournament was open to all
colleges and universities in Missouri, and included teams from
Washington U., st. Louis U, ' and
UMC.
The duo of Mike Kruger and Bob
Hausladen, both sophomores, captured the senior division title by
defeating host SEMO in the semifinals and UMKC in the final round.
In the junior division, the team
of Jim Scott and Marlou Davis
took third place with a 5-1 record.
They defeated teams from Central
Missouri, Meramec Community
College, Missouri Western, Southwest Baptist, and Florissant Valley Community College.
The team of Beatty and Felber
finished in fourth aiso 5-1. Their
victims included UMKC, William ·
Jewell;Missouri western, st. Louis
U., and Meramec.
Bob Hausladen was named state
extemporaneous speaker at the
tournament. This brings the total
number of awards to 29 for Rivermen debaters. The team cumulative record is 111-56.

Mike Kruger and Bob Hausladen proudly display the first place trophy
they won last weekend in the stat,e speech tournament at Southeast
Missouri State Co lIege_ The UMSL pair won first place in the senior
division in debate.
photo by Mike Olds

- SIGMA PI
Slave Auction

Monday, March 23
In The Administration Cafe
At 11:00 AM.
Featuring Ed Farrel as Auctioneer

Come One Come All!!!

is your kind of plac~~
"'/.\

~~

8624 Natural Bridge & 7227 Page Ave.

Business Is Lousy
(During Easter Break)

20% OFF

Next Price
Reduction
Won't Be
Until
Summer,

Secretaries, Faculty, 1970
Staff & Adm in istration

-

SIVE UP TO $3.00
Top Artists! Major Labels!
O WES MONTGOMERY
o RAMSEY LEWIS
o JIMMY SMITH
o JOHNNY RIVERS
o ,RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS

o MOTHERS

OF INVENTION

o STAN GETZ
o RAY CHARLES

o PETE SEEGER
o MAMAS & PAPAS

o GRASS
o BLUES

ROOTS
PROJECT
DYRD
WOODY GUTHRIE
FERRANTE & TEICHER

o CHARLIE

o
o

Many, Many More! Classics Included!
Come Early for Best Selection.

March 19 thru April 6th

Go To ANOTHER PLACE
Tm. neg .

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Get Your Favorites at Big Discooats!
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Reischauer Calls Withdrawal Solution in Vietnam

County Supervisor Lawrence Roos discusses the new and the old
politics in a reception held last Friday after a speech here on the future
direction of the St. Louis County area in the next decade.
photo by Bill Leslie

Former U.S. Ambassador to ja- withdrawals should cont inue. The
pan Edwin o. Reischauer said P resident has pledged to remove
that the best way for the United 115,000 troops by April 15, ReischStates to end its involvement in auer noted, but it would be a "bad
Vietnam is through steac;ly with- sign" if the President does not
drawal. Reischauer made his re- . make any more pledges for troop
marks in a March 15 speech atthe withdrawals after April 15.
jewish Community Centers AssoReischauer said it would be the '
ciation as part of the Liberal "height of folly" if the United
Forum series.
States became involved in Laos.
The Harvard professor of Asian He said that if it came to a choice
Studies expressed the belief that of escalating there or withdrawing,
•'meaningful negotiations" would then the U.S. should "get out."
take place only after withdrawal
Reischauer said that he hoped
of all or most of the U.S. troops.
"My hope is that as we withdraw, the "bitterness of our experience
we would create a situation where in Vietnam will help us in making
Hanoi would be more flexible in policy in the future." He pointed
out that the less developed nations
its demands," he said.
He also pointed out that the are not the political "vacuum"
American people should make it which post-World War II policy
clear to the P resident that the makers felt should be controlled

Hearnes' Denial of $1.3 Million Budget
Deepens Fiscal Crisis--Weaver
Governor Warren Hearnes' denial of $1.3 million University
of Missouri budget increase has
worsened an already serious financial crisis, University P resident
john C. Weaver told the Board of
Curators last Friday.
Weaver said the Governor will
ask the GeneralAssemblyto maintain University spending at the
present $80.7 million level. State
Budget Director john C. Vaughn
rejected a request for the $1.3
million increase in a letter to
President Weaver March 3.

"Now we'll have to look for all
possible ways to get economy,"
Weaver said. "The administrative
staff is hard at work to find ways
to begin retrenchment."
At the Board's February meeting
Weaver had warned tliat a limited
increase would require curtailing
enrollment and refusing demands
for higher salaries An earlier
cut in requests from $103.4 to
$82 million was a "severe blow
to the welfare of the institution,"
Weaver said.
Weaver indicated that the Uni-

Action on ROTC Sociology Club
(Continued from Page 1)
Meeting ~ar . 24

that with the limiting of ROTC to
off-campus facilities and the decision not to grant any academic
credit for ROTC courses that the
consideration of faculty status for
military instructors is "a moot
question."
The proposals, when passed as
a group in a reporr to Chancellor
Glenn R. Driscoll, will serve as a
recommendation to him, University President John Weaver, and
the Board of Curators.
The Central Council voted at its
March 15 meeting to table a motion
to accept the report of the ad hoc
committee on ROTC. Committee
member John Heithaus pres ented
the
report, noting that "the
faculty completely ignored student
opinion as s hown in the referendum."

The sociology club will meet
Tuesday, March 24, from 10:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Physics
Annex. The program includes the
election of officers and a continuation of the discussion of the
role of sociology students here.

by the U.S. and her allies, rather
than by the Communists.
He said that the underdeveloped
countries are experiencing an increase of nationalism and that the
best course for the United States
and other developed countries to
take is not to get involved in the
internal struggles of the nations.
"This concept was implied in the
Nixon Doctrine last july, I believe," Reischauer said. "We must
lessen the gap between the industrialized one-third of the world
and the two-thirds of the nations
which are not industrial. The more
advanced nations should cooperate
in our aid to less developed countries, without getting involved in
the internal instabilities of those .
countries."

jp JU8'f M.lY&

NORT H, LTD.

7217

versity was planning to use $750,000 of the proposed increase to
open new University buildings now
under construction. Opening of new
buildings requires additional funds
in order to furnish heat and light,
purchase supplies, hire custodians
and security people . to provide
other necessary services.
The Board of Curators also approved a motion changing the name
of the Department of Counselor
Education at UMSL to the Department of Behavioral Studies
and Research.

TWO MEN PART TIME
WORK 20 HRS. A WE EK
FOR $60.00 INCOME
PHON E HA 3·7335

Open A

Joint Account
Priced
Right For You

JUS'( '

Part-Time

tpfl~,(S

Help Wanted:
Phone
383-7610

Prefer male. Hours flexible.
Job consists of helping in
Recreation Department of
modern and progressive
Geriatric Center. Contact
Mr. Strange, Personnel SUo
pervisor, Jewish Center For
Aged, 4518 Blair.
Phone 534·6416

v. Pres.

Pres.

Kaufman

Farrell

A Sound Investment In
Your Student Government
Vote April 8·9

Two
, Locations
To Serve You

282 No.
Skinker

7217

Nat. Bridge
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ULady's Not For Burning"
Next Play, In Early April

The University Players will present Christopher Fry's The Lady's
Not For Burning on Friday, Satur.day, and Sunday, April 3, 4, and 5
at ' 8:30 P.M. in the Benton Hall
Theatre. Admission is $1.00 in ad.,
vance and $1.25 at the door.
The Lady's Not For Burning conwith her.
cerns Thomas Mendip, a disRobert Redford comes to the res- charged soldier who comes to a
cue by taking a posse after him. small town ann(;uncing that he has
Redford plays the deputy sheriff, committed (at least) one murder
Cooper, whose father was the ideal and demands that he be hanged.
to which he has to live up to. Shortly afterwards a young girl, .
Naturally, Cooper has this thing
acting still is extremely well done.
going with the Indian doctor, played
I look for bigger and better things
by Su san Clark.
There are a few pOints about the for him.
The biggest reason someone
picture which are reminiscent of
Redford's former masterpiece , might see Tell Them Willie Boy is
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Here may and should be Robert
Redford. His timely humor is easy
Kid. Many of the scenes appear to
to digest and enjoy. Since Barefoot
have come out of that picture.
Other disappointments are cen- in the Park, Redford has had perlered around Katherine Ross's per- fect casting. With each picture he
formance. Even though she looks shows that he belongs with the Steve
the Indian part, I seemed to ask McQueens, Paul Newmans, and
myself: what 'was the purpose s he Marlon Brandos. Of course, with
played and did it actually matter? his blondish locks and all-around
One might answer yes and no to good looks, he will be the favorite
this question. It was she that made among the women in the audience.
Other reviewers have rated this
Willie Boy run, producing a slight
plot. However, there was a lack of picture as "One of the Year's Ten
true profess ionalis m s temming Best." I cannot go along with them
from the part she portrayed. In but I do feel it was enjoyable. In
Hellfighters, with John Wayne and some places it seemed quite long
Jim Hutton, Miss Ros s showed . and drawn out. The scenery was
much more promise than any pic - magnificent. All you scenery nuts
ture before or after.
who saw Easy Rider would appreRobert Blake(ln Cold Blood) put ciate Tell Them Willie Boy is Here.
in quite a performance as Willie If you just like to see a good picBoy. Even though it doesn't r a te ture, then you might s top in and
with his Truman Capote epic, the give it a once-over.

"Willie Boy" New Western, falls Short
Tell Them Willie Boy is Here
has more to say than the usual
western circulating the cou ntry
nowadays. It attempts to pull the
viewers toward the realization that
the American Indian is a rare
breed and is entitled to equal time
in the battle against racial problems in America.

The plot involves an Indian boy
named Willie Boy (Robert Blake)
and the girl he love s , Lola (Katherine Ross). Her father, like any
father, including black or white,
does not want Lola to marry Willie
Boy for traditional reasons. Willie
Boy s hoots her father during a quite
provocative nude scene and runs off

Peace Action Calendar
March 20 to March 26
Everyday, 5:30-7:00 a.m., Mon.-Fri. -- LEAFLETTINGatArmed
Forces Examining and Entrance station, 12th & Spruce .
Friday, March 20, 7:30 p.m. -- VETERANS FOR PEACE bimonthly meeting. Peace Center, 6244 Delmar.
Sunday, March 22, 3 p.m. -- STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE weekly meeting. Peace Center, 6244 Delmar.
Sunday, March 22, 8 p.m. -- WILLIAM HUNGATE (D-MO) speaks
on U.S. Involvement in Southeast Asia. Sponsored by Business
Executives Move for Vietnam Peace. Ethical Society, 9001
Clayton Road.
Monday, Marc h 23, 8 p.m. -- DOCTORS FOR PEACE monthly
meeting. Penthouse Olin Medical Dormitory, 45 50 Scott.
Tuesday, March 24, 8 p.m. -- KING-MONTGOMERY TO MEMPHIS fund raising film for Spec ial Martin Luther King, Jr.
Fund. Admission $5.00 at Magic Lantern and 6 other local
theatres.
Thursday, Marc h 26, 8 p.m. -- LUCY ST. JOHN s peaks on the
Vietnam War and the Working Class , plus 2 films on the
Young Soc ialist Movement in England. N. W. Bay, Wohl Center, Washington University.
- - - looking ahead - - March 30, 7:30 p.m. -- PEACE COUNCIL BOARD monthly meeting. Peace Center, 6244 Delmar.
April 1, 7:15 p.m. -- W.I.L. P.F. BOARD MEETING.
April 1, 9:00 p.m. -- W.I.L.P.F. MEETING WITH BLACK NATIONALISTS 6802 Waterman, U. City.
April 5, 2:00 p. m. -- ST. LOUIS A.F.S.C. ANNUAL MEETING.
Bronson Clark, National Executive Secretary, guest speaker.
Berea ChurCh, 3010 Olive.
April 15, 8:00 p.m. -- ANTI-WAR RALLY featuring Rennie Davis
of Chicago 8. Place to be announced.
For further information, visit or call the Peace Center , 6244 '
Delmar (862-5735). Draft counseling free of c ha rge. Peace
buttons, bumper stickers, decals, jewelry, pos ters, etc. Volunteer help, offic e equipment, money - alwa ys needed and welcome.

ACADEM'y AWARD
WtNNER

r~Oliver"

Jennet Jourdemayne, is brought
before the mayor for practicing
witchcraft. Thomas takes a hand
by trying to prove how absurd it
would be to refuse to hang a man
who wants to be hanged and how
unreasonable it would be to kill an
attractive young lady who does not
wa nt to die.
Members of the cast include Bob
Krebs, Diane Porter, KenCorrentio,
George Dennis, Jennifer
Mantle, Bob Singer, and Phil Moriarity. The play is being directed
by Mr , Jim Sala, who teaches
theatre at Florissant Valley Junior
College.

Degree Application
Each student is requested to file
a degree application form in the
office of the dean of the sc hool
or college from which he intends
to graduate at leas~ two semes ters before the expected graduation date, according to Mrs. Ethel
M. Zucker, academic advisor of the
College of Arts 'a nd Sciences.

City Art Museum
Forest Park
Civilization Series:
The Great Thaw Romanesque and Gothic
Film series in Museum Auditorium
Sunday at 3 pm, 4 pm, 8 pm
Wednesday at 8 pm
Thursday at 3 pm

What's so ~~ecial about
Beechwood Ageing?
We mUst be bragging too much about
Beechwood Ageing.
Because we're starting to get some
flak about it. Like, "Beechwood,
Beechwood ... big deal." And" If
Beechwood Ageing is so hot,
why don't you tell every~
body what it is?"
So we will.
First, it isn't big wooden
casks that we age Budweiser
in.
But it is a layer of thin
wood strips from the beech
tree (what else?) laid down
in a dense lattice on the
bottom of our glass-lined
and stainless steel lagering
tanks. This is where we

let Budweiser ferment a second time.
(Most brewers quit after one fermentation. We don't.)
These beechwood strips offer extra
surface area for tiny yeast particles
to cling to, helping clarify
the beer. And since these
strips are also porous, they
help absorb beer's natural
"edge," giving Budweiser
its finished taste. Or in other
words, "a taste, a smoothness and a drinkability you
will find in no other beer at
any price."
Ah yes, drinkability. That's
what's so special about
Beechwood Ageing.
But you know that.

Budweise& is the King of Beers®
(But y ou know that.)
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. lOUIS. NEWARK. lOS ANGELES. TAMPA. HOUSTON. COLUMBUS. JACKSONVILLE
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••• ( aIendar I Special Showing of King film for Charity Tuesday
IStudent ActIVItIes
The film "King ••• Montgomery

to Memphis" will be shown one

Friday, March 20th
8 am - 4 pm
8 am - 4 pm
8 am - 8 pm

Sigma Pi
Alliance for Peace
Graduate Student Association

8 am - 5 pm
11:45-1 :30
12:30-1:30
3:30 - 5:30
3 pm
8 pm

Young Republicans
Century III, William Hungate
Delta Zeta
Angel Flight
Student Cou rt
FREE FILM SERIES:
"The African Queen"
COFFEE HOUSE:
Donald Cooper

8:30 p.m.

Saturday, March 21st
11 :30· 12:30
12n - 5 pm
1 - 6 pm
8:30 pm

Cafe, Admin. Bldg.

Sunday, March 22nd '
University Players
Alpha Phi Omega
FREE FILM SERIES:
"The Lavend er H ill Mob"
Delta Zeta
Delta Zeta
Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Beta Sigm a Gamma
Alpha Phi Omega
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Pi
Sigma Tau Gamma

6 - 7pm
6 - 10 pm
6 - 10 pm
6 - 10 pm
7 - 10 pm
7 - 10 pm
7 - 10 pm
7 - 10 pm
7 · 10 pm
8 · 10 pm

Faculty Member
In Free Concert
March 22

208, Admin. Bldg.
105, Benton Hall
Stu. Act. Bldg.

Delta Zeta
Universit y Players
Alpha Xi Delta
COFFEE HOUSE:
Donald Cooper

12n - 5 pm
2 :30 - 6 pm
4 pm

night only, March 24, at 8;00 p .m.
Theatres showing the film will be
Cafe, Admin. Bldg.
the Fox, Shady Oak, Magic LanLobby, Admin.Bldg.
tern, Mark Twain, Lowe's MidLobby, Admin.Bldg.
City, and the South County and
Benton H.,Clark H.
Northland Cinemas .
Lounge, Cafe-Lounge
The film traces the life and works
105, Benton Hall
of Dr. Martin Luther King from
208, Admin. Bldg.
1955 to the time of his assassina208, Benton Hall
tion in Memphis in 1968. Selected
208, Adm in. Bldg.
passages will be enacted by a group
of no~ed performers including Mar100, Clark Hall
lon Brando, Diahann Carroll, Paul
Newman, and Sidney Poitier.
Cafe-Admin. Bldg.
All proceeds will be turned over
to the Special Martin Luther King
Fund , whi~h will be distributed to

Monday, March 23rd
8 am - 4 pm
8 am - 4 pm

Tau Kappa Epsilon Bake Sale
Graduate Student Association

10am-2pm
7 - 9 pm

Delta Zeta
Steamers Club

Pianist Evelyn Mitchell, a member
of the UMSL faculty, w!ll be
105, Benton Hall
presented in recital at 8:30 p.m.
303, Benton Hall
March 22 by the Department of Fine
Arts . Her performance, free and
120, Benton Hall
open to the public , will be in Ben100, Clark Hall
Lou nge, Cafe- Lo u nge ton Hall.
She has been a soloist with the
302,303,Benton Hall
St. Louis Symphony, St. Louis
304, Benton Hall
Philharmonic and Little Symphony
208, Admin. Bldg.
orche stras, and has frequently per208, Benton Hall
formed as a recitalist, often for
208, Admin. Bldg.
102,203, Benton Hall the New Music Circle here. Miss
Mitchell has appea red frequently on
Student Act. Bldg.
tour in Europe and has won a num204, Benton Hall
ber of awards in international competition.
Her March 22 pro gram willfeature Paul Hindesmith's rarely per.,.
Cafe, Admin. Bldg.
formed "Suite 1922" and the deLobby, Adm in.Bldg. manding "Sonata in F minor" by
Benton H.,Clark H.
Johannes Brahms. Various works
208, Adm in. Bldg.
of Bartok and Debussy will also be
208, Admin. Bldg.
included.

Grad Program
Thursday Night
The program "Experiments on
Behavioral Change" will be presented by Dr. Rickey George and
Richard Dustin of the School of
Education at 8;30 p.m. March 19 in
room 100, Clark Hall.
The program, open to the public,
is sponsored by the Graduate
Guidance Association. Information
on jobs will be available at the
meeting. Refreshments will be
served.

able in person or by mail order
from the theaters showing the
film. Mail orders should include
a sta mped, self-addressed envelope. Checks or money orders
s hould be made payable to "Martin Luther King Film," and not to
the theater.
P romoters of the film are enco uraging gro ups to purchase extra tickets and distribute them to
impoverished
individuals who
would otherwise be unable to view
the film.
-

I mmediate Openings
Men Students
$300,00 Guaranteed
For 11 weeks part -time work
Also Some Full-Time Openings
Call Today 644-3088

The

Shirt &Vest.

. AtThe Gear Box, Naturally.

Christian Science

Tuesday, March 24th
Sigma Tau Gamma Bake Sale
History Club

8 am· 4 pm
7:30 - 9pm

carryon Dr. King's works and
teachings.
A $5.00 donation is requested to
view the film. Tickets are avail-

Cafe, Admin. Bldg.
Lou nge,Cafe- Lounge

College Organization
at UMSL
Meets Regularly

Wednesday, March 25th
7 - 8 am
. 8 am - 4 pm
10:40 - 12:30
12:40 - 2:30
8 - 12 m

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 208,Admin.Bldg.
Alpha Xi Delta
Cafe, Admin. Bldg.
Students for Enviromnental
100, Clark Hall
Action
Lou nge, Cafe-Lou nge
Young Republicans
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Cafe-Lounge Bldg.
ALL SCHOOL MIXER

on Wednesdays at
10:30 A.M. in the
Methodist Church The Sunday School Annex

r
SII EICHIN6
WEEKS ABROAD

All yours-at one. low, all·inclusive tuition cost.

ROUND TRIP JET. ALL
LODGING • ALL MEALS
(EXCEPT BEVERAGES) •
ALL TRANSPORTATION
WHILE ABROAD. INSURANCE 'Plus

'*

SUCH EXTRAS AS SMALL
GROUP S
TWO TO
THREE STUDENTS TO .A
RDOM ,* COLLEGE CREDIT
CAMPUSES LO CATED IN THE LARGE
CITIES--trON·SITE EXCURSIONS
SEMINARS
COURSE SYLLABUS

'*
'*

'*

• !JZWBl&B :Jp • tlElIN 11S IN
. ~ E11RElPE FEIR
11f\Gf\!J!IS Fl ~ . Sl1MMER 197fJ
' ~BffiIFl8R~ . I
~

*

OClassical Europe
~
'0 Russia - Past and Present
1lr0History of Life in Central Europe
'It
OArgonaut - T~e Golden Age
OOrient: A Summer in Japan
OFrench Language and Civilization Seminar
OSwiss-French Language
OGerman Language and Civi lization Seminar
OSpanish Language and Civilization Seminar
Oltalian Art and the Masters
OA Living Approach to Music
OEnglish Drama and Literature
'"

<t

SJ:;ND FOR YOUR
FREE CATALOGUJ:;

• • EDUCATO R S · ·
Expense Paid Positions Availab le
as
GR0 UP
ADVISORS

/'

* ' 111'1i III.IYI

cis '

~
~~~~~!~ay r?!~l'!:.~r!~ for~~?ac:
~~
tion Seminars from Westminster College. American International Academy is the only fully accredited program o f its
kind. With AlA. you can enjoy an exciting fun-filled vaca·
tion- and get college credit. too !

•

'Wlfte c.A1GA

Gamble r 's stripe s a nd suede leather vest. It's 0 sw inging
new look that 's making the
c.\,,-I-AANS NEw
scene this spring. Never-iron ,
.", ~\
, 1'.1,</1-0
tapered bod y shirt hos new
~
. long point collar and 3-button
cu ffs , In eos y-care 50% Avril®
rayon and 50 % cotton. Sizes
S- M -L. Fringed vest in genuine sp lit cowhide is i mported
from Spai n. Comes in a rich ,
natural , golden ton. Sizes 36
to 42. It's new. It 's now. At
The Gear Box.

croday-

~

robl~mmrJli ~nml~lrnWI~[

U~M

MIDWEST REGIONAL OFFICE
P.O. Box 1636
DEPT- C
IRVING. TEXAS 75060

Shirt

$7

Vest

$20

Richman
BROTHERS

Northwest Plaza
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Editorials
No American Involvement in Laos

A study in construction, by Current photographer Bill Leslie.

Pollution Is Everybody's
Problem--Let's Solve It
Dr. Rolf Eliassen, professor in
environmental engineering at stanford University, told the Senate
Subcommittee on Air and Water
Pollution, "We have to blame it
( nonreturnable packaging ) on
the women, I guess, because they
don't like return bottles; so the
beverage people have developed
glass and plastic nonreturnable
bottles. The women like paper
bags and other disposable packages, all of which build up refuse
quantitie.<; ." Whether the women
of America or the industry
"created" all the convenience type
packaging is unimportant in recognizing the problems of solid waste
pollution.
Another statement will help to
illustrate the situation. Dr . John
Kenneth Galbraith of Harvard commented recently about the TFX aircraft, alias F-l11, "There was no
grass -roots demand for a second
generation swept-wing aircraft of
supersonic capabilities .•• The initiative obviously came out of the
Air Force, possibly from a team
at General Dynamics or Boeing
working on a set of plans ..• " Then,
more government research res ults
reach the back pages of the newspapers: 23 million tons of s ulfur
oxides pollute the air yearly; every
major city dumps tons of raw
sewage daily into the nation's
waterways; a billion tons of useless
slag from mining industries scour
the countrys ide; the annual garbage
bili exceeds 11 billion dollars.
What does this all mean? Its
simply says that every individual
in this nation gets the tail end of
somebody else's progress. Depending upon your political leanings, one could scapegoat the
ideologies of democracy, capitalism, socialism, communism, or
martinism. Nonetheless, you are
getting the shaft whether you want
it or not.
A problem exists • • . not too
difficult an observation for the
average person. But how does it
affect you? If you are not phased
by the prospect of total extinction
of the human race, as prophesied

Even with the lesson of
the Vietnam quagmire and
the social and political
consequences for
the
United states, the Nixon
Administration appears
to be escalating American involvement in Laos in
an effort to pressure the
North Vietnamese into
negotiated settlement.
This limited support,
according to Administration spokesmen, has been
requested by the Laotian
government and is purely
defensive.
The Administration admits to American bombing
and reconnaissance
flights
but delicately
skirts the issue as to whether any combat troops

are committed to defending the guaranteed neutrality of Laos. While
there may be no soldiers
in uniform, it seems highly unlikely that some
"volunteers" are in Laos
because they enjoy war.
Obviously the Nixon administration will try not
to cut its throat politically
by becoming heavily committed in a frequently
comic opera war between
two forces that take turns
capturing and trading
"strategic" points regularly.
But the effort to force
the military hand of the
North
Vietnamese
in
pressing for a solution
to the Vietnamese war

makes us jittery. As
New s wee k
magazine
points out this week, this
aggressive policy towards
a former neutral buffer
that interests no one would
upset the cherished hope
of successful "Vietnamization"
Why does the United
states need to become
bogged down once again in
Southeast Asia? Have no
lessons been learned from
Vietnam? The Nixon Administration should take a
long, hard second look at
its definition of American
strategic interests in
Laos.
America cannot
afford the destructive social consequences resulting from another Vietnam.

Theater of the Absurd
Two proposals now before the
UMSL community illustrate the
variety of directions available to
an expanding univerSity. One proposal, the now well-known ROTC
program, offers practical military
training; the second, a newly proposed drama program, suggests
more aesthetic pIe as u res and
skills. The bleak financial condition of this univers ity, however,
apparently indicates that only one
of these two proposals may be
enacted, and we anticipate a great
s qua b b 1 e over priorities and
merits.

by numerous and noted scientists,
then read no further.
Now, for
t hose of you still with us, we will
continue this meager treatise. Man
has always been able to rise up
and challenge any contingency that
has befell him; the outcomes to
date have verified this capacity.
However, current scientific information on the true scope of
the problem indicate that once
the proble:m becomes superserious it will be too late to "rise
and challenge" it. This is easily . All this, we think, will constitute
explained by the fact that the earth unnecessary brain strain. The
is a finite body - with just so solution is simple: UMSL can acmuch water, air, and land. One complish the objectives of both
can not drink an ocean, nor have proposals by combining ROTC and
air with more than 20% oxygen, or ·drama into a SchOOl of Military
grow wheat and rice on a mountain Theatrics. The benefits of such
top. Once these critical resources
are destroyed, the result is very
simple to describe: death.
Or, assuming that man will
someday recognize this, he could
easily exceed the earth's capability
to sustain his over-population, and
die. If these prophets of doom are
correct, then they are justified in
using such terms as catastrophic
and disastrous. Are you willing to
gamble on the possibility that they
are wrong?
There is, perhaps, still time to
rise and challange the problem.
The estimates range from 15 to
50 years. Next time you buy groceries, think about the glass,
paper, aluminum fOil, bottle caps, Dear Editor,
plastic, cans, and left-over food
As the director of An Evening
that you give to your friendly garWith /Shakespeare's Lovers" I would
bage man. Where does it go after publicly like to thank all those who
it leaves the house? Next time you attended the production and express
consider having a large family in my regrets to those who had to be
order to reduce sibling rivalries, turned away this past weekend due
think about starvation. Next time to a complete sellout, something
you fill up with gasoline, take time that has never happened before for
to s tep to the rear of the car
any event on this campus, let alone
and breathe deeply. Next time tWice. Over 1500 college and preyou pass a chemical plant, oil college students, faculty members
refinery, steel mill, power plant,
and friends of the University came
etc., thl.D.k about the fact that to the theater and, if the mail,
they use the same sewer line and
telephone calls and conversations
you ••. the one designed to handle
I have had in pass ing are any inhuman waster, and nothing else. dication, most of them thoroughly
You drink and breathe the by- enjoyed themselves. For many it
was their firs t v~sit to the campus
products of progress. How long
and an impressive one. On behalf
will it be safe to do that?

a combination are varied. First,
ROTC trainees could gain great
skill in the proper enunciation of
drill commands by taking diction
lessons from acting coaches; conversely, actors could learn the
discipline and drill techniques they
need from ROTC drill instructors.
Second, since both the Army and
acting require costumes, UMSL
could save great quantities of money by purchasing large amounts of
olive drab material to be used
for both groups.
Another advantage is that both
groups would be able to participate
in public relations classes, since
publicity is so important to both
modern drama and modern military. Some class division may be
necessary here, however, s ince
the acting establishment is interested in making events known while

the military is more interested
in covering them up.
The 0 p po r tun it i e s for joint
drama-military productions would
also be great. For intance, students could gain acting experienc e
by portraying rioters when ROTC
recruits engage in riot control
exercises.
The University will be doing a
great inju s tice to its students if
it does not avail itself of this
opportunity to combine two such
worthwhile programs of study. How
. else can the student gain such
practical and artistic training?
Here we have the opportunity to
have a teacher tell his student to
"go out and knock 'em dead" without knowing whether the student is
an actor or a soldier. In any event,
combined ROTC -drama training
would surely bring to UMSL the
Theater of the Absurd.

Need for Drama Program
Shown By Response to
~~Shakespear's Lovers"
of all those connected with the performance, I would like to express
our gratitude for this overwhelming
warm critical response.
The production, I think, clearly
demonstrated the enthusiasm that
exists on this campus for drama,
both among the participants and the
aUdience, and the key role that
theatre has in projecting a favorable cultural image to the st. Louis
community. It would be distressing should this enthusias m be
dampened and the present impetus
lost. To prevent this, it is imperative that the administration commit
itself now to at least a minimal
formal dramatic program and begin
by acquiring the servic es of a professional full-time drama co-ordinator, a person to be found already at even the newest junior
college. A quality operation cannot
be built on the comings and goings
of high-pric ed free lance directors
who have no stake in the future of
this school or theatre here . Nor
can the drama rely on the occas-

ional faculty member who volunteers his time without c harge.
Neither of these alternatives provides the necessary stability and
continu ity. The Central Council and
the appropriate Senate committee
must als o cooperate by approving
the kind of budget which is necessary to produce genuine theatre
rather than merely stage "plays."
Lastly, I would like to indulge
in an uncharacteristic fan letter.
I declare myself in print to be
caught up in a tremendous love
affair with all the s tudents involved
in the production. Their talent was
only exceeded by their willingnes s
to cooperate and work very long
and very hard. They are the finest
group of young people I have ever
worked with, and I am extremely
proud of them. In fact, they have
made me as proud and happy to be
associated with this University as
I have ever been. I hope they will
ac cept my affectionate thanks.
John T. Onuska, Jr.
Assistant Professor of English

March 19, 1970
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People in the News

Sign up beginning March 12
April 6
Monday

BAYLESS SCHOOL DISTRICT (St. Louis, Missouri)
BS/AB - English, French, Music, History, Biology, Chemistry & Physics. All Elementary & Secondary Positions.
JUNE & AUGUST GRADUATES

April 6
Monday

WEBSTER GROVES SCHOOL DISTRICT (St. Louis, Mo.)
Positions available in Elementary and Secondary Education
JUNE & AUGUST GRADUATES

April 7
Tuesday

CONDUCTRON-MISSOURI (St. Charles, Missouri)
BS- Accounting, Finance & General Gusiness. Positions
available in : Budgets, Accounting (Cost & General),
Contracts, Systems & Procedures, Engineeriqg Administration & Planning. LOCATION: St. Charles, Missouri.
JUNE & AUGUST GRADUATES

April 7
Tuesday

U. S. BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS (Jefferson City, Mo.)
BS - General Business & Management, but all degrees
considered. Right-of-Way I ntern Positions: Qual ified studen
students required to take FSEE. Two year training Program
required 4 to 5 moves throughout the country which
prepares for work concerning administration of Federal-aid
Highway funds to State Highway Departments. The job
involves surveillance and analysis of management, procedural requirements and compliance with governmental highway
regulations. LOCATION: Nationwide. JUNE GRADUATES

April 7
Tuesday

HILLSBORO R-3 SCHOOL DISTRICT (Hillsboro, Mo.)
1970-71 VACANCIES: Kindergarten, Primary, Intermediate,
Industrial Arts, Language Arts, Librarian, Math/Science
Combination, Elementary Art, Special Education (EMR),
Speech Therapist, Remedial Reading. JUNE & AUGUST
GRADUATES.

April 7
Tuesday

UNITED STATES NAVY - Open interviewing in the lobbyAll majors considered for Naval Career.

Although the joy of giving was at
times replaced by some pain, the
blood drive, sponsored last week
by APO and TKE fraternities netted 192 pints of blood. This was
an increase of 13 pints over last
year. Newman Club was the campus organization to supply the
most volunteers, 35.
photo by Bill Leslie

April 8
CITY OF ST. CHARLES PUBLIC SCHOOLS (St. Charles,
Wednesday Missouri) - Interviewing for positions in Elementary,
Secondary & Specral'Education. JUNE & AUGUST
GRADUATES

Officials from the Association of
Evening Schools toured the campus Tuesday as part of their attendance at the national conference of American College Personnel Association held in St. Louis
this week. Visitors (left to right)
included: James Yates, president
of the U.S. Association of Evening
Students; Miss Rita Swiener, president of the UMSL Evening College
Council; Dean Philip Garcia of
Livingston College of Rutgers University; and Miss Anne Gunn
(behind Garcia), vice-president of
the Association of Evening Students.
photo by Bill Leslie

April 8
COHOKIA UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT # 187 (Cahokia,
Wednesday Illinois) All areas and levels of Elementary, Junior High,
Senior High and Special Education. JANUARY, JUNE
& AUGUST GRADUATES
April 8
UNITED STATES NAVY - Open interviewing in the lobbyWednesday All majors considered for Naval Career.
April 9
Thursday

CONSOLIDATED FREIGHTWAYS (St. Louis, Missouri)
BS/ AB - All areas of business and Mathematics
POSITION: Management Trainees - Preference given to
people with greatest potential for growth regardless of
race, color, creed, age, sec or national origin. JANUARY
& JUNE GRADUATES

April 9
Thursday

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY (Richmond
Heights, Missouri) BS - Management & Marketing. POSITIONS: Salesman, Area Sales Representatives & Potential
Field Sales Management. JUNE GRADUATES

April 9
, Thursday

RICHMOND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT (Richmond,
California) Interviewing all persons interested in teaching
in California. JUNE & AUGUST GRADUATES

The UMSL CURRENT is the official student
publication of the University of Missouri-St.
Louis. It is printed weekly and funded through
the Student Activities Fee. The CURRENT
office is located in the Administration building,
room 210, 8001 Natural Bridge road. Advertising
and subscription rates given on request.
EDITORIAL STAFF
Editor .•• . .••••.•••••••.•• Tim Flach
News Editor •.••..•••••.••• . Rich Dagger
Sports Editor . . ••..•••• • .••••• Mike Olds
Reporters; Bill Adams, Jim Butler, Bill Church.
Ric k Curneal, Nancy Lewis, Marla Marlow,
Chris McKenz ie, Don Sc hwalke, Sandy Syries,
Joannie Vogel, Ruth Kaan, Cindy Smyrniotis,
Adrienne Beaudoin, Don Hammonds, Bruce
Dannenmaier, Marty Hendin, Doug Sutton
BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager. • • • • . • • • • • Jerry Vishy
Advertising Manager. • • • . • . •• Steve Dagger
Circulation Manager •••• , Matt Mattingly
Clerks . • . . • • . Ken Knarr, Paula Lumetta
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Director •.•••••••••••••.•• Bill Leslie
Trudi Mardis,' Ken Ealy

Sylvia Solochek Walters poses with
her woodcut, "Musician IV,"
which has been added to the permanent art collection here. The
Wisconsin-born artist, who specializes in "relief" methods of printmaking, is an instructor in art.
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SIQfIEf~
A guy who can use his brain without a kick in the seat
to get him going.
A gal who likes few limits on her job, not the same
spoon-fed work day after day.
Someone who likes to stray off the beaten path with
new ideas.
Does this sound like you? Then it sounds like you
should talk with the Southwestern Bell interviewer. He can
start you on your way in a challenging career as an indi-

vidual. (The management jobs he has to offer are really
only limited by the imaginations of those who fill them.)
Get started in the right direction. See the Southwestern Bell interviewer when he comes to campus.
At Southwestern Bell, we START college graduates in decisionmaking jobs with
.,.., Southwe~·
responsibility ... no . l1,li
O:»Lem
kidding.
AN EQUAL OPPqRTUNITY EMPlOYER

@

Bell
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Tennis, Golf Schedules
TENNIS
DAY

DATE

Mon.-Sat.

March 30April 4
Gulf-American Classic
April 7
SIU-Edwardsville

Tuesday

OPPONENT

Wednesday April 8

SITE
Cape Coral, Fla.
Edwardsville, Ill.

Illinois College
Culver-Stockton College

Home

Friday

April 10

Western Illinois
St. Louis University
SID -Ed wardsville

Home

Monday

April 13

Southeast Missouri State

Cape Girardeau

Thursday

April 16

St. Louis University
Washingto·n University

Forest Hills

Friday

April 17

Principia College
Blackburn College

Home

Tuesday

April 21

SIU-Carbondale

Carbondale, Ill.

St. Louis University
Washington University

Home

Wednesday April 22
Friday

April 24

St. Louis University
Bradley University

Forest Hills

Friday

May 1

SID-Edwardsville

Home

Wednesday May 6

SIU-Carbondale
St. Louis University

Home

Friday

May 8

Eastern Illinois
Principia College
Southeast Missouri State

Home

Saturday

May 9

Western Illinois
SID-Edwardsville
Northeast Missouri State

Macomb , Ill.

Monday

May 11

Southwest Missouri State

Springfield, Mo.

Tues.-Fri.

June 9-12

N.A.I.A. Championships

Liberty, Mo.
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NAIA Rules Revisions May Influence UMSL
by Marty Hendin
Associate Sports Editor
According to Athletic Director
Chuck Smith, three proposed
changes in NAIA national basketball rules will influence the decision of UMSL's Student-Faculty
Athletic Committee regarding the
question of UMSL's affiliation with
the NAIA or NCAA.
These rules, which are being
voted on by all NAIA basketball
coaches across the country, would
eliminate foul throws except in
the last three minutes of each
half, provide for two free throws
on each foul in the last three
minutes of each half, and provide a thirty second time limit
on offensive plays.
In Smith's opinion, "These rules
will split college basketball and
create nothing but problems ."
These problems will be intensified in the case of teams like
the Rivermen who played a mixed
schedule of NAIA and NCAA teams.
The new rules would be employed
in games agains t NAIA opponents
and in all playoffs and tournament

games, but in games with NCAA
opponents, the NCAA rules .will be
used no matter where the game is
played.
The sub-committee studying the
NAIA-NCAA affiliation is awaiting
the results of the rule change
vote before making their recommendation to the whole committee.
This SUb-committee, consisting of
Smith, Dr. Robert Markland (business) and Dr. William Hamlin
(English), hopes to have their report ready early in April.
If the Rivermen affiliate with
the College Division of the NCAA,
they would join opponents s uch
as Eastern Illinois, UICC, LSUNO,
SEMO, Southwestern of Memphis,
UTM, William Jewell and UWM.
While no decision on affiliation
has yet been made, Smith prepared
for UMSL staying in the NAIA by
trying to schedu le District Sixteen
foe Culver-Stockton, but he was
unsuccessful. Smith said that he
has been unable to schedule district teams because "They are
trying to build an easy schedule."

The coach hopes to complete his
1970-71 schedule when he meets
with other coaches at the NCAA
tournament finals this weekend.
One schedule possibility is rival
Drury, however, Smith pointed out,
"If we play Drury it will be in
St. Louis or not at all."
One gam~ on next year's schedule has already been announced.
That will be the season opener
December 1 when a St. Louis
College doubleheader will beplayed at the Arena. UMSL will meet
SIU -Edwardsville
at 7 :00 and
Washington U. will take on host
St. Louis U. at 8:15 in the closest
thing to the long-proposed tournament between St. Louis teams.
. While concentrating on his
schedule, Smith has also been
working on next year's freshmen.
Six high school stars visited the
UMSL campus las t Fridaybuthave
given no definite commitment to the
Rivermen. Thes e players are 6-1
Bynum Alumbaugh from Carthage,
Missouri High School, who aver(Continued on page 12)

The 75, Lunch

Home Matches Played at Normandie Country Club

GOLf
DAY

DATE

OPPONENT

SITE

Thursday
Tuesday

April 2
April 7

Washillfton University

Away

Concordia Seminary

Away

Saturday

April 11

Westminster College

Home

Thursday

April 16

Southeast Missouri State

Monday

April 20

St. Louis University

Away
Away

Wednesday April 22

Concordia Seminary

Home

Tuesday

April 28

St. Louis University

Home

Saturday

May 2

Westminster College

Away

Friday

May 8

Southwest Missouri College

Home

Principia College

Home

Wednesday May 13

Home Matches Played at Forestwood Park
Vegna (Admissions) or Bernice
Miner (Dean of. Students Office)
453-5211.

Bowling League
A UMSL Bowling League is being
organized for the 1970-71 season.
The league is open to students,
faculty and staff of the University.
Anyone interested in competing
may sign up or receive additional
information from either Mimi

Sue

Students Only
Drivers License Part time
GA 1-0470

r----·· ..' I

.

Free French Fries

Ann's Restaurant

I

7662 St. Charles· Rock Rd.

~

Burger King

:

1326 SO. FLORISSANT ROAD
Offer Good only with this coupon
Expires Friday, March 20, 1970
________________

I

:

OPEN 7 DAYS
Across from Normandy Golf Course

II

721-9048
Hours; Mon. 11 - 11 :30 P.M.
Tues - Fri. 11 - 9 P.M.
Sat.
10 A.M. - 12 P.M.
Sun.
10 A.M. - 1 :30 P.M.

L

WHEN YOU BUY A WHOPPER
AND A 20; DRINK AT .....

I

II

I

_ .J
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Rules Revision

Golfers Go South for Six
Last year' s squad finished 31st
of 40 at Coral Gables, a commendable accomplishment considThe UMSL Golf team heads South ering the quality of the competifor the six day Gulf-American tion which last year included both
Classic beginning March 30 in the team and individual champion
C oral Gables, Florida. The south- of the NCAA. Eight lettermen, inern trip will serve as a valuable cluding only two seniors, are retuneup for what Coach Larry Ber- turning from that team. The senres considers the most ambitious iors, Dennis Chester and Tom
schedule that any of UMSL's ath- O'Hare, anchor a squad which inletic teams have faced.
cludes juniors Tom Cradick, StevA glance at that schedule com- er Loughner and Dough Solliday and
firms Berres' opinion. One third sophomores Ron Brewer, Don
of 1970's matches will pit the Marcks and Ron Romacker. The
Rivermen against NCAA Univers- addition of junior college transfer
ity Divis ion team, including St. Glenn Pearl should add depth and .
Louis University, Southern Illin- experience to an already strong
ois -Carbondale and Bradley Uni- squad. Pearl previously played
versity.
for MiN'ouri Southern when that
Performance in the rugged Gulf- school was still a junior college.
American is an accurate indicator One or two freshmen will be added
of the calibre of a team. Berres before the Florida trip to fill out
feels that if UMSL can finish the roster.
in the top twenty at Coral Gables
the squad may very well improve
on heir 1969 record of 11-6-1, despite the improved schedule. The
tournament has proven to be especially rough on northern teams
since 65 to 70 percent of the
competing squads are southern
teams which have the advantage of
year round play. Northern players begin to fade in the closing
days of the Clas s ic because of the
strain of playing in hot weather
for the first time in s eve r a 1
months . The s ix solid days of golf
in hhe Florida s un do much to
whip a golf team into shape. The
ex per i en c e gained in Florida
should, according to Berres, "put
us two to three weeks ahead of the
other teams in his area."
UMSL Athletic Director Chu ck
Smith this week announced the
1970 Riverman tennis schedule.
Spring try-outs for the Riverman The slate consists of ten matc hes
Socc er team will- be' held at 4:00 and inc ludes meetings with St.
p.m. Monday, March 23, for any Louis Univers ity, Washington Uniundergraduates interested in play- vers ity and Southwest Missouri
ing for UMSL next season. The State. The Rivermen will open
session will be held at the Forest their season at Washington UniPark field across from Forest versity with an April 2 match with
Park Com'm unity College. Students the· Bears.
Coach Gene Williams has been
interested in trying out must bring
their own equipment. For further holding practices on hhe campus
information call the Athletic Department, 453-5641.

(Continued from page II)

aged 28 pOints per game; 6-5
all district forward Larry Dusbee
fr om Drury's backyard at Spring-'
field Glendale High, who averaged
25 pOints and 14 rebounds per
game; 6 -4 Ricky Briscoe (18 points
a nd 15 rebounds per game) and
6-1 Bill Harris, an all-starter as

by Mike Olds
Current Sports Editor

a junior, both from Warrensburg,
Missouri High School; 6-6 Dennis
Maritz from Fort Zumwalt High
in O'Fallon, Missouri and 6-7
Rick Smith from Augustinian Academy in st. Louis who averaged
18 points and 15 rebounds per
game this past season.

Pirelli Cintu rato

Golf Coach Larry Berres told the
Currellt that the golf squad is facing possibly the most ambitious
schedule any UMSl athletic team
has ever planned .
photo by Mike Olds

8urrcnt

Tila
Flill
Tira

It puts more rubber
on the road.

worts

The more rubber you have
on the road, the better
you ca n control your ca r
in any driving si tuation .
The diagrams above show
the differen ce i n road
contact between a conventional tire and The Flat
Tire on a f as t c urve ..
Sh ouldn 't you be riding
on Pirelli Ci nturato Radial
Tires?

Tennis Roster Still Open

Soccer Tryouts

courts but, begmning March 23,
the s ite of the workouts will be
shifted to Forestwood Park, in
Fergus on. There is s till time to
tryout for the team since Coach
Williams has not yet finalized
his roster. Students interested in
playing for the Rivermen may contact Williams at 371-7458 or call
the Athletic Department, 453-5641.
All home matches will be held
at Forestwood Park. A c omplete
schedule appears on Page 11.

Sports Writers

HENRY'S

Needed

728 So. Florissant Road

Contact:
Marty Hendin
or
Mike Olds
Current Office
Suite 210, Ad. Bldg. 453-5174

Rivermen Luncheon
Special

KIRKWOOD*
1106 S. Kirkwood Road
YO, 6-2737
Open 8 to 6
Mon. , Thru Fri . til 9

3217 Easton Ave.
FR . 1- 1120
Open 7:30 to
5 :30 Only

1500 S. Florissant Rd
North of I 270
TE. 8-4900
Open 9 to 6
Mon " Fri. til 9

If You Want It
Here It Is
Come On And Get It!
Leather or Not You Want It
We Have It

$ $ Sav e $ $

AT
CHECKER OI L
8150 Florissant Road
Between the 2 North exits

Maior Brand
Gas 29 9
Mechanic on Duty
8 :00 am - 6 :00 pm
Phone JA 2-9199

$ $ Save $ $

WEEKDAYS 11 :00 A.M. - 4 :00 P.M.
INC LUDES

Leather Coats, Vests, Pants,
Hats, Purses, Etc. Wiht our Without Fringe
Custom Work Done

1. BIG HENRY
2. GOLDEN BROWN FRENCH FRIES
3. AND LARGE THICK SHAKE

Come in and see, or call

ALL FOR

83~
(OFFER GOOD ALL YEAR
NO COUPON NECESSARY)

THE T1C~lDDLERY
731

so.

L INDB E RGH BLVD.

ST. L OU I S •. M (1). 63131

WY down 3-1377

